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BOAC Colorado Springs Needs Your HELP! 
 

The Colorado Springs chapter is looking for Board members to help build the Chapter and 
in particular, they need a new Speaker Chairperson to take over for Kevin Don-
nelly .  Kevin is moving soon and really needs someone to take his place.  The position in-
volves locating speakers for the monthly meetings, attending Board meetings and regular 
organization functions.  In addition we need help forming a membership committee 
(great position for vendors) so we can grow this group.  If you want to be part of our 
amazing organization and make a difference in the industry, this is your call to ac-
tion!  Contact Kim Lewis at kim.lewis@hotshotir.com or 303-232-0090 for more info. 

mailto:kim.lewis@hotshotir.com


 

Denver Chapter Monthly Meeting 

Vendor Spotlight—  
 

 

Check out who is the Vendor 
spotlight at each upcoming 

BOAC Meeting.  

Month Name Company 

July Santiago Encinias Wired2IT 

Sept Kelsey Foster Georgia Pacific 

Oct Chris Massey Safe Systems 

Nov Pete Holt CRW 

Jan   

Feb Chris Eddy PipeX 

March Andy Li Colorado Chiller 

April Michael Landry Security Plumbing & Heat 

May Pat Gorham TRYG Group 

As a vendor on this list, please add 
this to your calendar and plan on      
attending the meeting to promote your 
company. If you can’t make it, please 
let me know so I can offer your spot to 
someone else. 

   

Topic: Top 10 Things OSHA is Looking At 
            John Olaecaha , OSHA 

 

Where: Plaza Tower One 

             6400 S Fiddler’s Green Circle  
             Greenwood Village, CO 80111 
 

 When: Wednesday, July 17th, 2019 
       Check in  11:15 am 
         

             

 Cost:  $25.00/non-members 
              Members lunch is included 

 

 RSVP: July 12th, 2019 5:00 pm. 
 

Reservations and payment via email  
admin@boac-colorado.org or your Constant 

Contact invite or website  
  www.boac-colorado.org or 303-374-8888    

There have been changes in OSHA regulations in 
the last year. John Olaecaha will discuss these 
changes and the top 10 things OSHA is checking 
at your buildings. Come here the latest updates! 

mailto:admin@boac-colorado.org
http://www.boac-colorado.org
mailto:admin@boac-colorado.org


 

Colorado Springs Chapter Monthly Meeting 

Colorado Springs Chapter Meeting Schedule 
   

July 19 - Charity Golf Tournament 
 Location: King’s Deer Golf Club 
 Time: 8:00 a.m. 
  

August 8 – Predictive Maintenance 
 Speaker: Dan Wesolowski, MTech Mechanical 
 Location: Antler’s Grill Club Room 
 Time: 11:30 a.m. 
 

September 12   – Tour of CSU Conservation and Environmental Center 
 Location: 2855 Mesa Rd, Colorado Springs, CO 80904 
 Time: 11:30 a.m. 
 

For more information about BOAC and how to become a member, visit our website 
at: http://www.boac-colorado.org/ 

Building Operators Association of Colorado (BOAC) 

2019 Charity Golf Tournament 

19255 Royal Troon 
Dr., Monument, CO  

When: July 19th  9:00 am Shot Gun Start, 

Scramble Format, Check in 7:00 am 
 

Donation: $600.00 per Foursome 

(Includes Lunch, Carts and Prizes)  
There will be Mulligans sold for $ 5.00 each with a Limit of 2 Per Player  
 

Hole Sponsor $250.00 includes sign with Company Logo  
 

For Registration send names of Players with Payment To:  
 

Chris Tesch ctesch@hvacsol.com 
Phone 719-233-4358  
 

Paul Ritter  paul@palmercenter.com  
Fax 719-471-1030  
Phone 719-499-3498  
 

Mitch Wibbels mwibbels@thelightingagency.com 
Phone 719-661-0075 
 

Please Give Paul or Chris a Call if you would like to Donate Prizes  

http://www.boac-colorado.org/
mailto:ctesch@hvacsol.com
mailto:mwibbels@thelightingagency.com


 

2019 Golf Signup Sheet  
Players:  
_____________________________________  
_____________________________________  
_____________________________________  
_____________________________________  
 
Payment:  
Check___ Credit Card___  
Visa ____ Master Card ____ AMEX ____ Discover_____  
Card #_____________________________ Exp _______  
 

CV Code______ Billing Zip Code_______   
 

Email for Receipt________________________________ 

 

“in the field” adventures for an especially deserving group of people in the United 

States.  
 

We focus our efforts on organizing and providing outdoor activities, such as hunting 

and fishing, for Special needs children and their families; children of our fallen as 

well as U.S. Veterans wounded in foreign wars. Our dream is to make the great out-

doors accessible to all, so everyone can experience and enjoy the bounties of nature 

that we cherish and work so hard to preserve. 

Field of Dreams is an out-

door enthusiast group 

that shares a commit-

ment to provide  

Proceeds will be donated to: 



 



OR—Sign up with this link to attend this fun event:   Link to registration

http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=eot8wz5ab&oeidk=a07egbum8bt7f5d60b0


 



 

The Reliability Culture: Six Common Culprits 
Posted on May 21, 2019 by site admin 

A reliability program is only as strong as the reliability culture. There are six common culprits that can rob a reliability program by 

creating a disengaged and adverse workforce. Employees do not start out this way, but become so as a reaction to these six offenders. 

Thankfully, once they are identified, corrective actions can be taken to positively reengage the workforce. 

 

Craft Employees’ Input Is Unheeded 

Maintainers and operators likely know the equipment better than anyone at the plant. Yet, when they have suggestions, they notice 

when nothing is done with their ideas. For example, one technician stopped annotating his preventive maintenances work orders with 

any notes or suggestions. His response as to why will change your way of thinking about reliability: “When I first started my career, I 

used to add notes and redline work orders for any errors. These work orders would come back again and again with none of the 

changes I suggested. After doing that for a few years, I just stopped doing it.” Another tradesperson recalled his boss telling him his 

job was to do and not to think! It’s no wonder a recent Gallup poll found that less than a third of employees are engaged with their 

work. When the workforce observes their input is not valued, they begin to disengage. Additionally, ignored feedback begins to feel 

like unwelcome feedback, thus justifying a culture of disengagement. 

If your organization honors and respects craft employees’ suggestions, are the employees who make them given any feedback or 

credit for those suggestions? If not, why not? Many organizations fail to give feedback simply because there is no protocol to ensure 

meaningful feedback is provided. Leaders must focus on what messages are being sent to craft employees based on their words and 

actions. 

 

Reactive Work Is Predominant and Rewarded 

Many organizations like to celebrate and reward employees who work extra hours and do a great job bringing the plant back into op-

eration after a breakdown. Yes, these folks should be rewarded, however, when do you hear of a celebration because the plant was 

more reliable and nothing broke down? Imagine a scenario where you do not proactively look at the wear on your automobile tires. 

Instead, you celebrate because you had a flat and were able to change to a spare in record time. Sounds a little backward, doesn’t it? A 

celebration would be more appropriate if you did not have a flat at all. But, how do you celebrate when nothing happens? Using reli-

ability metrics, such as mean time to repair (MTTR), mean time between failures (MTBF) and ratio of proactive to reactive mainte-

nance are some of the ways you can celebrate when these metrics show improving trends. 

 

Fake Metrics 

When using metrics, you have to be honest with yourself. Many organizations tout their preventive maintenance (PM) completion 

rates as being close to 100 percent. But when you look closer, they either cancel PMs to make the metrics look good or schedule so 

few PMs that 100 percent completion is meaningless. If you include integrity as part of the reliability culture (and you should), the 

message you send when you fake your metrics is that fudging or even lying is acceptable as long as the numbers look good. 

Another issue with metrics is not setting a challenging goal. When you set the bar too low, the message is that the status quo is fine, 

when in reality, it is not. Authentic metrics are motivational to the organizational culture and provide a source of pride when they are 

trending in the right direction. Their meanings and trends should regularly be communicated to your technicians. Metrics are supposed 

to drive behavior. If no one sees the metrics or understands the meaning of them, how are they going to help drive a change in cul-

ture? 

 

Lack of Clear Procedures and Over-reliance on Tribal Knowledge 

Many PM job plans lack details about the work. For example, a job plan may say, “inspect pump on a monthly basis.” But, what does 

that mean? To one individual, it may mean closely check for leakage, proper operation, listen for bearing noise, and more. To another, 

it may mean walk by and make sure it is still there. That may be an exaggeration, but the point here is that unclear job plans lead to 

inconsistent inspections. Some might argue that the craftspeople are experts and know what they need to do. This is what is known as 

tribal knowledge. However, if details are not captured in job plans and procedures, what happens when the “tribe” retires? Addition-

ally, if enough details are not provided, PM performance becomes inconsistent. If failures were to occur, how would you know if the 

inspection was actually performed or if anything was missed? 

http://www.maintenanceworld.com/2019/05/21/the-reliability-culture-six-common-culprits/
http://www.maintenanceworld.com/author/site-admin/


 

BOAC ENGINEERS– Please remember to support  
Our vender members who support BOAC. 



 

 

Mission, Vision and Goals Are Not Disseminated or Understood 

Most organizations have high-level mission, vision and goal statements; yet often, these statements are not translated to the branch 

level. Knowing how each branch can promote and effectively help the enterprise’s mission is critical to having a good reliability 

culture. Maintenance technicians should be able to answer the question on how their work contributes to the corporate mission. This 

promotes a unifying message that can be used to keep work on track and accomplish steady improvements. Everyone in the organi-

zation should know the mission, vision and goals of their branch and how it relates to the overall enterprise. 

 

Bad Housekeeping Is Tolerated 

Housekeeping is highly indicative of the success of reliability programs and, for that matter, the safety culture. Within minutes of 

walking into a plant, a reliability professional can get a sense of whether the culture is engaged or not. Too often, management ac-

cepts bad housekeeping because the technicians are too busy to clean up. If management accepts this, it sends a debilitating nega-

tive message to their team. Think about the time it takes to find tools or parts when areas are not organized. Organized and clean 

areas save time and reduce the potential for injury. In fact, if a manager wants to pick one area to improve, housekeeping sends the 

quickest and best message that a culture change is about to happen. 

Awareness Is Key 

To change the reliability culture, you must be aware of how a bad culture is created. One way to do this is to identify whether any 

of these six culprits, or any others, are going on at your plant. Once becoming more aware of these behaviors, new strategies can be 

created to turn around the performance and exemplify a new cultural direction. 

 

Our adorable dog, Jax, has passed  
all of his tests and is now  

certified service dog! 
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